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Abstract

Convergence time for a network is the time it needs to adapt to a new situation. This
new situation can appear in a number of way but in this thesis only two possible changes
are looked upon, when a link in the network fails and when a link recovers again.

Today, convergence time is an important issue for network service providers since
they want to give their customers access to the best network available. This means that the
network convergence should be as fast as possible. For the Virtual Private Network (VPN)
service, it is crucial that the convergence time is low since the VPN service gives the
customer the impression that he is working on a Local Area Network between the
company's offices and not through a service provider backbone. The VPN services looked
upon in this thesis use an Multi Protocol Label Switched (MPLS) core network which uses
label switching to forward the packets. To make this possible, a few protocols are used.
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is used on the access links between the core network and
the customers and between different autonomous systems in the core network for
distributing and receiving reachability information about the VPN. Label Distribution
Protocol (LDP) or sometimes even ReSource reserVation Protocol – Traffic Extension
(RSVP-TE) is used for distributing labels and enabling label switching in the core.

In this thesis, these protocols are looked upon and the relevant parameters are
extracted. These parameters are theoretically looked upon and optimizations are then
proved by practical testing. From the results it is concluded that BGP has the worst
convergence time, both in access and peering links. LDP and RSVP-TE could both be
improved from their default configuration. 
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Prerequisites

To fully understand every aspect of this document the reader should have a basic
knowledge in computer networking, such as algorithms for intra- and inter domain routing.
Basic knowledge about how a router operates and how IP packets are forwarded with
standard protocols is also needed. 
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1 Introduction

These days, to use computers in the office work and to be connected to the Internet is
an obvious fact in most companies. Hence the need for connecting the computers in the
company together in a private network is also increasing. These networks can often be
spread on many different office locations, which makes them more difficult and more
expensive to maintain. Also, it is very expensive for the companies to build their own
networks, especially to interconnect office networks when they are far apart.

Service providers have come up with the solution to offer Virtual Private Network
(VPN) services to the companies which creates tunnels between closed user groups and
that gives the same functionality as a private network would give, at a cheaper price. There
are two types of layer 3 VPN architectures growing forth today:

• The Customer Edge (CE) - based VPNs, where the customer's CEs set up and maintain
the VPN and the service provider network does not have any  knowledge of the
customer's VPN.

• The Providers Edge (PE) - based VPNs, where the service provider set up and maintain
the VPN.

In both solutions are the service providers network used to interconnect customer
sites using shared resources. This document will mostly consider the latter of the two since
it allows the use for scalable VPN backbone services. Most modern service providers edge
routers allows for a MPLS-VPN network to be deployed. This network can provide a wide
range of value-added VPN backbone services, including applications, data-hosting
networks commerce and telephony services. Even if the VPNs today are very reliable and
redundant the rerouting-time still matters, since it can give an unacceptable interruption for
real time traffic.

The convergence time for an MPLS-VPN network can be defined in many different
ways, but in this document the convergence time for the MPLS-VPN network in question
is defined as the time for the network to forward packets again after a link/node failure (for
example: due to a power failure) or a link/node recovery (for example: due to the power
coming back).
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1.1 Problem Statement

The Master Thesis that this document concerns, is about minimizing the convergence
time in a MPLS-VPN network architecture, mostly by adjusting parameters in different
protocols of the MPLS-VPN configuration from a service provider perspective. First, the
parameters will be theoretically identified and analyzed, and the theoretic adjustments to
the protocol-specific parameters is then practically tested in the TeliaSonera lab, with Cisco
7200 routers.

1.2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis work is to come forth with the found parameters'
influence on the MPLS-VPN network and to give a suggestion to an optimal configuration
if there exist any, optimal in case of convergence from link failures and link recovery. It
can also be essential to look at all the configurations that are tested and mark out the one
with the shortest convergence time. It is important to look at theoretically expected and
practically tested results, then explain the differences between them if there are any.
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2 MPLS-VPN basics
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Figure 2.0.1: Sample of a MPLS-VPN network

Figure 2.0.1 shows a sample of a MPLS-VPN network that is similar to the networks
that are to be used in this project. The two different PE routers, that lie on the edge of the
service provider's network,  have the connection from the service provider out to the
customers. The CE routers are the edge routers of the customer network and hold the
connection from the customer to the service provider.

The PEs also maintain two different VPN Routing and Forwarding tables (VRFs),
which have the task of coordinating the connections to the customers. A VRF is a list with
information about the corresponding VPN, the customer sites connected to that VPN and
the addresses to the CEs connected to those sites. This information is then used to route the
right packets to the right VPNs and customer sites. The VRF tables are populated by
updates from Multi Protocol-BGP (MP-BGP). Since they should only insert updates
concerning their own VPN, each VRF has an import and export target associated with it, to
be able to filter out the correct updates. The VRFs are symbolized by different colors (red
and blue) in the figure. The colors show the two different VPNs that are maintained, the
first one between site 1 and site 3, the second one between site 2 and site 4. The sites that
the two different VPNs span over are connected as a single network and they do not see
that they send traffic over the service providers backbone network. Only the ingress and
egress PEs of a VPN are seen by the customer no matter how many hops that exist between
them.

One problem occurs when multiple VPNs use the same internal address space. How
should the Service Provider (SP) core network distinguish between them. The solution is to
create a new address space, VPN-IPv4. It is a 12 byte quantity, beginning with a 8 byte
route distinguisher and ending with a 4 byte IPv4 address. The route distinguisher is
simply a number with no other purpose than to help the PEs translate the IPv4 prefixes to
unique  VPN-IPv4 address prefixes. They also have the side effect that the VPN packets
can not be forwarded by routing and prevents them from interfering with public IP traffic
using the same IPv4 address.
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2.1 Traversing a VPN
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Figure 2.1.1: A sample MPLS VPN network

If site 1 wants to send traffic to site 2 in Figure 2.1.1, it will first send the packets to
its own CE router. The CE router will then preform a longest match lookup, which means
that it will match the destination prefix of the incoming packets with the prefixes in its
routing table and forward the packets to interface if 1. Below is an example of the entry for
the case of Figure 2.1.1:

Destination   Next hop Interface 
192.168.1.0/24     PE1    if 1  

This means that the packets will traverse to the PE router in the core network, where
they will get a VPN label pushed onto them. This label says to which VPN they are sent, so
that the receiving PE at the other side of the core network will know where to send the
packets. The PEs hold MP-BGP connections to each other and in that way they know
which traffic to send to which PE. This information that has been negotiated between the
PEs, is stored in a VRF table, an example of an entry in a VRF from PE1 in Figure 2.1.1
can be seen below:

Destination BGP next hop Interface VPN Label Transport Label
192.168.1.0/24    PE2   if 4        1001      11 

Furthermore, another label, a transport label will be pushed on top of the packets.
The transport label will tell the P routers in the core network where the packets are going.
A label switching protocol is usually invoked to administrate the label switching by the
transport label, like for example LDP (see Section 3 for an in depth LDP description). The
P routers in the network core look at the transport label of the incoming packets and decide
where to forward them. Then the old transport label is swapped out and a new one is
swapped in. This new label will tell the next router where to forward the packet. The table
where the information about the next hop label is stored is called Lable Forwarding
Information Base (LFIB). An example of an entry in the LFIB from router P1 in Figure
2.1.1, that is used to send the information to router P2, is shown below:
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In Label Out Label   Next hop
   11    25 P2

The last P router (P2 in Figure 2.1.1) on the path through the core network, that is the
last router before the PE router, will pop the transport label from the packet before sending
it to the egress PE router. This action will tell the egress PE router that the packets are to be
sent outwards from the core network. It looks at the VPN label, pops that label and sends
the packets to the right CE router that is connected to the right VPN service.
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3 Protocols used in MPLS-VPNs

The MPLS-VPN network architecture is built upon quite a few protocols that
together give the needed functionality. The labels in the MPLS core network are distributed
by the Label Distribution Protocol (LDP), which also controls the label administration that
is done by the Label Switching Routers (LSRs) in the network. Beneath LDP, the Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP) works with finding the shortest paths between the nodes, in the
scope of this document IS-IS. 

When more control over the traffic in the MPLS network is wanted, LDP is replaced
with RSVP-TE, where TE stands for Traffic Engineering. It does the same job as LDP but
it provides more traffic engineering control to the network administrators. An overview of
where the different protocols are used can be seen in Figure 3.0.1.
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Figure 3.0.1: The protocols used in a MPLS-VPN network 

Different variations of the BGP-protocol is used in the MPLS-VPN network
architecture, it is used between two PEs, inside the service provider's backbone (in that
case, MP-IBGP is used), it is used between two PEs that both belong to different
autonomous systems, as Figure 3.0.1 shows. In the scope of this thesis, BGP is also used
between a PE and a CE.
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3.1 MPLS

MPLS stands for Multi Protocol Label Switching and it is a technique that is useful
in a VPN. As its name suggests, this technique can forward multiple other protocols by
using label switching. The special thing about MPLS is that instead of routing on an IP
Forwarding Equivalence Class (FEC) it switches on a fixed length label assosiated with a
specific FEC.

The main reason for developing label switching has shifted during the developement.
First was the hunt for faster routers, where switching on fixed length labels was considered
to be faster when it could be made in hardware instead of routing on IP FECs. However
when the technology evolved enough that IP routing could also be made in hardware,
which depending on implementation can be faster than label switching, the gaze turned
towards a new reason: Traffic Engineering. That is the possibility to switch labeled packets
on other LSPs than what the IGP had calculated and so allows the use of many load
balancing algorithms, which can utilize the links more effectively.MPLS also allows other
important features to be used, like for example VPN or IPv6 services.

3.2 LDP

As said earlier, LDP stands for Label Distribution Protocol and is responsible for
distributing the labels and controlling the label handling in the MPLS network. First of all,
LSRs that run LDP  start their discovery mechanism. They start with periodically sending
LDP hello messages out on the links. These messages are sent as UDP packets addressed to
the LDP discovery port. The receipt of an LDP hello message identifies a “hello
adjacency”, which means that it has a potential LDP peer that can be reached on the link
[3].

When an LDP peer knows that there is a potential reachable LDP peer, it can try to
start an LDP session with that peer, by sending a session initialization message, which
starts the LDP session. Each LDP session runs upon a TCP session, which means that the
transport of LDP control messages is guaranteed to reach its destination.

After the LDP session has been initialized, LDP will distribute the labels that will be
used to forward the data. It is usually done from the ingress PE, hop-by-hop through to the
internal network, out to the other PEs on the edge of the backbone. Exactly how the
distribution is done depends on the distribution technique that has been selected. There are
two upstream and two downstream distribution techniques to choose between, but since the
upstream and downstream techniques are so close each other (the difference is only in
which direction the stream flows), only the downstream techniques will be considered here,
that is: Downstream on Demand and Downstream Unsolicited.
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LDP distribution techniques

Downstream on Demand Downstream Unsolicited

Requesting
a label

Advertising
a label

Advertising
a label

Figure 3.2.1: The two downstream distribution techniques used by LDP

As Figure 3.2.1 shows, the two downstream LDP distribution techniques are each
others opposites in the way that in downstream on demand mode, the LDP peers can only
advertise their label bindings in response to explicit requests from other LDP peers that
need the binding. But in the downstream unsolicited mode, the LDP peers can advertise
their label bindings whenever they want to and they do not have to wait for an explicit
request (even though it is possible to send requests).

In downstream unsolicited mode, LDP advertices its labels in the fastest possible
way, by sending label updates directly when a label binding has been altered. This is
possible since, unlike in the downstream on demand mode, the label requests are not
mandatory. Which in turn means that label requests are only done when it is necessary, like
for example in a mixed mode network.

When an LDP peer in downstream on demand mode sends an LDP label request, to
get a label mapping it needs, the receipt of that request can be set to different Label
distribution control modes: Independent or Ordered mode. Furthermore an LSR will install
LDP labels to a destination, only if there is a non-recursive underlying route to that
destination (like one from the IGP protocol).
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Figure 3.2.2: The two label distribution control mechanisms used be LDP

As Figure 3.2.2 shows, when running downstream on demand in independent mode,
the LDP peer that needs a new label sends a label request to the next hop peer, which
directly allocates a new label and sends it back to the first peer. Then that LDP peer sends a
new label request to its next hop peer, so that it will know where to forward the data with
the newly allocated label and so on until the edge peer is reached. 

On the other hand, in the downstream on demand ordered mode, the first LDP peer
sends a Label request to its next hop peer that receives it and makes a new label request to
its next hop peer, and so on until the edge peer, that allocates a new label and sends it back
one step and the receipt allocates a new label and sends it back and so on until the first
router gets the label it requested.
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Furthermore, an LSR holds a couple of databases to make the label switching
possible, first the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) database that has the information
about the next hop label for the incoming labeled data packets. Secondly there is the Label
Information Base (LIB) table that has information about alternative next hops to incoming
labeled data packets (to be swapped into the FIB if the FIB tables next hop LDP peer fails
or the link between the peers fails and a new LSP has to be found). But the LIB table is not
used by all LDP implementations, again there are two different modes for the label
retention: conservative and liberal. In the conservative mode, there is no LIB at all, the
label mappings are retained only if they are used to forward packets, while in the liberal
mode the LIB is maintained, which means that  every label mapping is retained, regardless
whether it concerns the next hop of the LSP or not. [3]

The LDP control messages are contained in an LDP Protocol Data Unit (PDU), that
is then sent to the destination. The PDU can hold several LDP messages and the messages
can hold several LDP TLVs, that are small notes with information for the LDP peers.

3.3 RSVP

Resource Reservation Protocol, or RSVP, is mainly used to request special quality of
service from networks for special data streams or flows that need it, like real-time video or
audio streams. RSVP is used together with other protocols (mostly IGP-protocols), since
RSVP relies on that protocol to get the path it allocates resources from.[5]

When an RSVP-sender gets a path from another protocol, it sends out a path message
that propagates through the network to the RSVP-receiver and tells the intermediate nodes
that they belong to the path. It also sets a filter that forwards all involved packets to that
path. Then the receiver sends a reservation message upstream up through the path, to the
first intermediate node. The intermediate nodes make the reservations specified by the
message to the corresponding stream and sends the message upstream until it reaches the
RSVP-sender (As can be seen in Figure 3.3.1 below).

PATH PATH PATH

RESVRESVRESV

SOURCE DESTINATION

PATH PATH PATH

RESVRESVRESV

SOURCE DESTINATION

Figure 3.3.1: RSVP reservation
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If a router receives several reservations that belong to the same path, then the
reservations are merged together and sent upstream (if they have the same upstream link).
This happens even if there already is a reservation on a node when a new one arrives. If the
merged reservation is larger than the available resources on some node along the common
path, and the new reservation is bigger than the old one, then the old reservation is leaved
untouched in the node. This is known as the first killer reservation problem.

The problem known as the second killer reservation problem is that if a bigger
reservation is failing for some node along the path and the RSVP-sender chooses to save it
anyway, it should not prevent a new smaller reservation from from being established.

3.3.1 RSVP-TE

The TE part in RSVP–TE stands for Traffic Engineering and it is an extension to
RSVP to make it work together with MPLS. The differences to RSVP are a few; the path
messages that traverse through the signaling path will now carry a label request that will
notify the nodes in the middle. The receiver will respond with a label object in the
reservation message that contain a next-hop label so each node in the LSP-tunnel have a
label for the next-hop. The label in the object will be changed for each node the object
traverses.

The traffic engineering extensions give new opportunities to MPLS label switching,
for example if the IGP found a new path, then the LSP–tunnel can be altered to match the
new path instead, by setting up a new LSP tunnel for the new path and tearing down the old
one. Usually this is done by including an 'EXPLICIT_ROUTE'-object into the path
message. It is an object that simply has a list of abstract nodes, that the new LSP tunnel
will include. If the abstract node only includes one ordinary node, it is called a simple node
[6].

3.3.2 RSVP-TE / Hello Extension

The Hello Extension seeks to address the “node failure”-problem. The nodes simply
sends periodic hello requests and the receiver responds with hello acknowledgments. When
they stop receiving hello acknowledgments, then they can assume that the neighbor node
has failed. Even though RSVP-TE is capable of detecting link or node failures, the hello
extension will be able to make it much faster. This holds when no fast link layer detection
is available or when the link is functional but the routers software is failing.
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3.3.3 RSVP-TE / Refresh Reduction

In RSVP-TE, local state is maintained by refresh messages. They are used to
synchronize states between neighbors and to recover from lost RSVP messages. [7] The
refresh reduction extensions refer to decreasing the message volume and to increase
reliability of RSVP-TE by adding some new objects to it.

First, a bundle message is introduced. It consists of a bundle header and a body
consisting of many ordinary RSVP messages. The bundle message is used for collecting all
messages that are directed to a specific node. The sending node delays the messages that
are to be bundled a specific time period or until the message is the size of one IP-datagram.

Secondly, the message_id, message_id_ack and message_id_nack objects are
introduced. The first two objects are to direct issues of reliable message transports and the
last one has to do with the next new object in this extension, the summary refresh message
(see below). The reliable message transfer is done in the way that the message_id object is
bundled inside each RSVP message and when the receiving node gets asuch an object it
responds with a message_id_ack object to the sender. That object is preferably bundled in
an RSVP message but it can be sent in its own message if there is no possibility for
bundling.

Third, the summary refresh message is introduced.  It is used to refresh the
forwarding states of the RSVP nodes without the standard path and reservation messages.
First the forwarding states are set up by ordinary path and reservation messages and then
the summary refresh messages are used to refresh them. The summary refresh message
consists of a message_id_list object that holds all the message_id objects that the receiving
node got from the path or reservation messages that did the setup. The receiving node
receives the summary refresh message and matches the message_id objects with the
forwarding states and refreshes them all. For every such object that did not match a
forwarding state, the node replies back a message_id_nack object that tells the sending
node that the forwarding state is not active anymore.

3.3.4 RSVP-TE / FRR

Fast ReRoute is a technique for protecting an LSP by having local backup paths
ready which can forward the traffic in case of local link or node failure. By having the
backup paths computed in advance of failure, the time for the redirection doesn't include
any path signaling delays, including delays to propagate failure notification between LSRs.
Two methods exist with different topology dependent trade offs, one-to-one and facility
backup.
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Protected tunnel RED

Backup BLUE

Protected tunnel BLUE

Backup RED
Backup BLUE
Backup RED

Figure 3.3.2: FRR One-to-one backup

In the one-to-one method, each LSR in the protected LSP establish a new label
switched path, which intersects with the protected LSP somewhere downstream of the
protected node or link. This means that for a LSP with N nodes, there can be (N-1) detour
paths. When a failure occurs somewhere along the protected path, the first LSR upstream
of the failure will switch the traffic onto the detour path. When the traffic intersects with
the protected LSP again, it will be switched back onto the protected LSP.

Protected tunnel RED

Backup tunnels for both BLUE and RED

Protected tunnel BLUE

Protected tunnel RED

Backup tunnels for both BLUE and RED

Protected tunnel BLUE

Figure 3.3.3: FRR Facility backup

The facility backup technique uses the MPLS label stack feature to create backup
tunnels. The most significant difference to the one-to-one technique is that instead of
creating a separate backup tunnel for each protected LSP, a single backup tunnel is
signaled and it serves to protect a set of LSPs. This so called bypass tunnel must also
intersect the protected LSP(s) somewhere downstream of the failure point. The number of
protected LSPs that can use the tunnel is thus restricted by the start and endpoint of the
tunnel. That is, only the LSPs that pass through both of the start and end-nodes of the
bypass tunnel can use it. As with one-to-one there can be up to (N-1) bypass tunnels for an
N-node LSP, but with facility backup multiple LSPs can use the same bypass tunnel and
thus reduce the total number of tunnels.
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3.4 IGP

IGP stands for Interior Gateway Protocol and is run within autonomous systems to
provide any-to-any connectivity. Link-state protocols such as Intermediate System-to-
Intermediate System (IS-IS) and Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) typically provide the IGP
functionality.

3.4.1 IS-IS

This protocol is one of a set of link-state-protocols that provide interconnectivity in
different networking systems. IS-IS is intended to support large routing domains therefore
routing is organised hierarchically. A large domain can be divided into areas where routing
within an area is called level 1 routing and level 2 between areas. Level 2 systems keep
track of paths to destination areas and level 1 systems need only care about routing within
their own area. When a packet is to traverse from one area to another it will first be routed
by level 1 routing to the source area's point of attachement. There it is routed by level 2
routing to the destination area and then by level 1 routing again, inside the destination area,
to the correct destination. [9]

3.5 BGP

The border gateway protocol, or BGP, is mainly used for network reachability
distribution, in and between autonomous systems. The information is only distributed
between BGP peers. The network reachability information includes a list of Autonomous
Systems (AS:s) that it has been sent through. This can then be used to detect routing loops
and less intelligent routing decisions at the AS connectivity level.

Since BGP needs a reliable transport protocol to transport its packets, TCP is a quite
natural choice since it provides reliable transport mechanisms. Furthermore, TCP is widely
used today and many routers and hosts are already using TCP in many applications, this
means that reliable transfer of the BGP messages can be provided without difficult
implementations.

Links inside an autonomous system are called “internal links” and links between
autonomous systems are naturally called “external links”. The external links are direct links
between BGP peers in different autonomous systems, as can be seen in Figure 3.0.1, and
the internal links are indirect links through the corresponding autonomous system which
are realized through paths done by an IGP protocol (see Section 3.4). [4]
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Multi Protocol - Border Gateway Protocol (MP-BGP) is an extension to BGP which
can distribute updates regarding other protocols than IPv4. It will in this thesis be necessary
due to the VPN-IP addresses. [10]

3.5.1 IBGP

IBGP, or Internal – BGP, is used, as the name states, internally inside an autonomous
system. Given an EBGP update message, an IBGP peer sends update messages to all other
peers inside the corresponding autonomous system. With MP-IBGP and MPLS internal
nodes will not need to run IBGP as in a non-MPLS IP network, instead label switched
tunnels are connecting the PEs directly in a full mesh (a) or through a route reflector (b)
(see Figure 3.5.1 below). The internal peering sessions through the autonomous system
uses paths made by an IGP or explicit paths with for example RSVP-TE.
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Update
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External Update
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Update

Update

Update
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External Update

Update
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Figure 3.5.1: Update of peers in IBGP
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3.5.2 EBGP

EBGP

AS
AS

AS
AS

Incoming Update

Update

Update

Update

Figure 3.5.2: Update of peers in EBGP

External–BGP , or EBGP, is used for communication between different autonomous
systems and whenever an update is received by an EBGP peer, it is examined. If it is a new
best path then the update is sent forward to all available neighbor peers, which can be seen
in Figure 3.5.2. As said earlier, the peering sessions between EBGP peers are external links
which are directly connected to each other. The MP extension enables the possibility to
distribute VPN-IP updates and thus connect VPNs over multiple ASs.

When the LSR at the edge of an AS receives a update that results in a change from
EBGP, it will be distributed through IBGP to the neighbors in the AS. It is distributed
through the whole AS and out to another AS through EBGP, as can be seen in the Figure
3.5.2 above.

The internal connections between BGP peers are label switched and so all traffic
which traverse the AS can use the same LSPs as the peers use to communicate. BGP can
however not set up the path it self, but requests it from a underlying protocol. This is called
recursive routing.
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4 Protocol parameters with suggestions for VPN

Optimizing the convergence time in a network is an important part when minimizing
interruption time. To do this, there has to be some dividing into independent parts and a
preliminary indentification of the time each part takes. In the general label switching case,
the convergence process can be divided into these parts:

• Detection of link-failure or link-recovery.

• Send notification to higher protocols in the routers.

• Make a new Shortest Path First (SPF) calculation.

• Calculate a new outgoing interface and label for the LSP.

• Install the new next-hop and label into the linecard in the router.

The first part can happen in milliseconds if the link-layer protocol supports some
failure detection mechanism. Otherwise it will have to be detected by a timeout in higher
level protocols which usually is in the region of seconds.

Sending of notification in the router is highly dependent on the hardware and
software implementation and should be in the order of milliseconds.

SPF and label calculation can happen in order or parallel depending on the used
protocols. SPF calculation is normaly also in order of 10s of milliseconds in the small test
networks. Label calculation and distribution on the other hand can be anything from
instantaneous to seconds.

The last part about installing the new next-hop and label into the linecard is totally
dependent on the number of routes that need to be communicated. If the routers have a
large number of routes to change, this can easily prolong the convergence up to seconds.

One of the features of MPLS is that forwarding between BGP-peers can be label
switched and so only the LSPs between the peers have to exist in the core network. This
will minimize the last part down to milliseconds due to the small number of labels in the
core. However, edge peers might still have to reroute all prefixes.
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4.1 Convergence time

Convergence time can be defined in different ways depending on what is
investigated. In the case of this document it is defined as the time it takes for the test-
network to converge in to a stable state after a link or node failure/recovery. In this thesis
the time the traffic is interrupted is measured. That is from when the link or node
failure/recovery is detected to when the VPN packets are forwarded correctly again. The
interruption time is not always the same as the convergence time but it is a good
approximation. When this is not the case it will be noted.

The convergence time will be analysed for links in different areas with different
protocols in the network.

• Access with EBGP

• Core with IS-IS, MP-IBGP and LDP or RSVP-TE

• Peering between ASs with MP-EBGP

All of the protocols which is analysed depend, in one way or another, on the
underlying layers. In the lab-network most links will use fast ethernet on layer 2 in the
Open Systems Interconnection reference model (OSI Model). Even if fast ethernet can't
detect link failure/recovery the interface card in the router can. This is however not very
fast. A few links will use Packet over Sonet (POS) which has a very fast link-
failure/recovery mechanism.

4.2 Access

PE1 PE2

CECE

PE1

.b.a

PE1 PE2

CECE

PE1

.b.a

Figure 4.2.1: Two ways of accessing a backbone.
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When companies attach to the VPN they can choose between at least two different
ways. The simplest way is shown in figure 4.2.1a. The downside with this configuration is
that failure of the first-hop link or routers is fatal to all traffic. The solution to this is a
redudant link to a second PE router as shown in figure 4.2.1b.

This second configuration needs to be analysed for what happens when a link to the
primary PE fails. In this case the CE router must change its next-hop to the secondary
router since no load balancing is used. This is a case where link-layer detection is needed if
convergence time is to be under minutes, due to the default timeout of BGP, which is 180
second. This could be turned down if no link-layer protocol was present or unuseable.
However, it would never reach the millisecond region due to the minimum value of 3
seconds on the used Cisco routers. There are protocol that is used for link failure/recovery
detection in layers above the link-layer. They are not considered in this thesis.

Another thing to consider is if the customer network should reach the Internet at the
same time. This could introduce a lot more IPv4 prefixes that would also need to change
next-hop, unless a default route is used. A solution to this problem could be to run seperate
BGP-sessions for Internet and VPN routes. That could cause the VPN to converge faster
than normal Internet routes.

4.2.1 Tables and parameters

4.2.1.1 BGP parameters

Below are descriptions of a few BGP parameters that are considered to affect the
convergence in the access links and nodes.

• Hold Timer

This is the time for which a BGP speaker must receive a keepalive message, before
considering a BGP peer to be down.

This parameter affect the convergence time when there isn't any link layer protocol
which can make notifications of link failures. In that case it should be set as low as
possible. When link detection is available it is used to detect failure in the router software.
This error is not as critical as link failure since traffic can still be forwarded, so the default
value of 180 seconds is ok.
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• Keepalive Interval

The interval time for transmitting keepalive messages.

Should be set at 1/3 of Hold Timer so that some keepalive messages can be lost
without losing the neighbor.

Table 4.2.1: Parameters for access nodes
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Hold Timer 180 s No change needed if link failure
mechanism present else minimize

Keepalive Interval 1/3 of Hold Timer (Default: 60 s) No change needed if link failure
mechanism present else minimize

4.3 Core

PE

PE

PE

PE

P P

P P

Figure 4.3.1: Example of a simple core network

An example of a core network can be seen in Figure 4.3.1. The access links, which
are not shown in the figure, are connected to the PE's, which in turn are connected to the
core routers P.
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The PE's are interconnected with MP-IBGP sessions over the core network. The
internal network is label switched, which means that packets that should traverse the
network from one PE to another, is prepended with a label that specifies the destination PE.
Therefore the P routers in the core don't need to have any IP prefixes in their routing table,
except for the internal ones. This also means that when a BGP route is changed to some
other PE peer in the network, no recalculation has to be done by the IGP.

When a link in the core network fails and breaks an LSP, the IGP needs to converge
and the LSP between the PE's need to be restored for the traffic to flow again. This holds
for LDP as the protocol to distribute labels, but with for example RSVP-TE this might not
be true since it can be configured with FRR, which means that in case of failure the traffic
takes another stored path around the problematic link or node. 

For the traffic to flow again when a link recovers from a failure, in the case of LDP,
the IGP needs to converge before a session can be established over the link and
communicate labels. 

X

FS

A B

Old route

C D E

FS

A B

Old route

C D

Restored

E

X

FS

A B

Old route

C D E

FS

A B

Old route

C D

Restored

E
Figure 4.3.2: Blackhole

In Figure 4.3.2 the flow from source S to destination F is routed through routers C, D
and E. Router A is forwarding all the packets destined for F to S. However, when the link
between routers A and B is restored, the IGP will find the shortest path from S to F to be
through A and B instead, assuming that the IGP metric is the same on all links. Before
router A and B have exchanged labels, A will forward all labeled packets destined for F
back to S and cause a routing loop until A receives a label from B.

This is called a blackhole when labeled packets are forwarded in a loop until the TTL
is expired.
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4.3.1 Tables and parameters

Below are several parameters and their descriptions for the protocols used in the core
network. 

4.3.1.1 MP-BGP Parameters

This is just a brief look at the BGP parameters, for more in depth analysis, see [8].

• Min AS Origination Interval

The minimum amount of time that must elapse between two update messages that
report changes within the BGP speaker's own autonomous system. The optimal value
depends on the AS topology. [8]

• Min Route Advertisement Interval

The minimum time that must elapse between two advertisements of routes to a
particular destination from a BGP speaker. 30 seconds for this value is a safe value, even
for big networks with many ASs [8]. Bringing this value too low will cause flooding of
update messages and potentially also routing instabilities. The optimal value depends on
network size and topology. [8]

• Hold Timer

The time a BGP speaker must wait for any BGP message to arrive from a connected
speaker before it considers the connection lost. An optimal value for this is hard to specify.
If set too low it will cause unnecessary updates for link failures that the IGP can handle and
if set too high, it will slow down convergence when a new BGP next hop needs to be
calculated.

• Keepalive Interval

This is the interval between two consecutive keepalive messages that a BGP speaker
sends. The time will directly effect the convergence time when no link layer detection is
available. Setting this low together with the hold timer will linearly decrease the
convergence time. However, when link layer notification is available should the default
values suffice.
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Table 4.3.1: BGP parameters
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Min AS Origination Interval N/A No change needed

Min Route Advertisement
Interval

N/A Set to 30 seconds

Hold Timer 180 sec No change needed if link failure
mechanism present else minimize
to 3 seconds 

Keepalive Interval 1/3 of Hold Timer (Default: 60 sec) No change needed if link failure
mechanism present else minimize
to 1 second

4.3.1.2 LDP Parameters

• Hello Hold time

The time to remember an LDP neighbor without receiving a HELLO message. This
should be set to allow at least two lost HELLO packets.

• Hello Interval

This determines the time between two consecutive HELLO packets. It's the most
important parameter which affects the time to setup a LDP session. When a link is restored
the first hello packet will decide the session setup time. This packets should be sent as soon
as the link is detected to be up. In the case when these packets are lost will the interval time
decide when the next session setup time happen. A low value will have a positive effect on
session setup time in case of initial packet loss, however it will have a negative effect of
dropping adjacencies during traffic peaks. One possibility of getting around this problem
would be to stop sending hello messages when the session is set up and rely on the
keepalive messages to detect error conditions. It should be noted that if the link layer or
IGP can notify LDP of link failures, then the only reason for keepalive messages existence
would be to detect faults in the TCP session.

• Session Holdtime

The time to consider a session to be active without a received control or keepalive
message. Setting this too low could mean that the session needs to be stopped and restarted
during traffic peaks, while a high value would mean that a faulty TCP sessions is not
detected fast enough.
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• Session Keepalive

This parameter specifies the time that must elapse without any messages transmitted
over the session before a keepalive message should be sent. As noted before, if LDP can
receive notification of link failures, this is only used for detecting faults in the TCP session.

Table 4.3.2: LDP parameters
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Hello Holdtime N/A 3 times the hello interval

Hello Interval N/A Depends on implementation

Session Holdtime N/A 3 times the session keepalive time

Session Keepalive N/A No change needed

4.3.1.3 RSVP-TE Parameters

• Blockade Time

The time a node that wants to make an RSVP resource reservation has to wait before
making a new reservation request through a path message, if it has been denied resources
earlier. The default time is KB·R where 

KB  =  Configurable fixed multiplier

R = Refresh interval

Modifying this parameter might affect the convergence time in some rare cases, but
the significance for the total convergence time should be so low that it can be ignored. It
should be assigned a higher value so the network would not be too congested, which means
that the default value should be ok.

• Lifetime

The time a state survives locally in a node when no new messages refresh that state
has been received. It must satisfy the formula:

L ³ (KL + 0.5) · 1.5 · R  where

L = Lifetime parameter
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KL = Arbitrary integer

R = Refresh interval

This parameter can not be assigned a too low value since then a local state could be
lost prematurely but otherwise it should not affect the convergence time. This is why the
default value should do.

• Path -State Timeout

The time that a node along an LSP waits for a message before it clears the path-state
and sends a pathtear message upstream and downstream, that tears down the LSP. Even
though no default value could be found, no changes are needed since this parameter only
affects the convergence time if it is set too low and that would be in a negative way. Which
means that it is not likely that the default value is set low.

• Refresh Interval

The interval that a node wait before sending a path or reservation message to refresh
the forwarding state of a neighbor node. If no link layer failure detection mechanism is
present, then this parameter should be very important to the convergence time since it
refreshes the state of the LSR, which includes the state of the critical test link. This
parameter should be set to its minimal value. (Note: If the hello-extension is included, then
this parameter is not used since the hello messages refresh the state of the LSR).

• Refresh misses

The number of refresh messages that will be missed before considering that the link
to a neighbor node is down. This value should be set to the minimal value of 2 messages
since the convergence time depends on how many messages can be missed. The larger the
value for this parameter, the larger the convergence time will be (Note: If the hello-
extension is included, then this parameter is not used since the hello messages refresh the
state of the LSR).
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Table 4.3.3: RSVP-TE parameters
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Blockade Time KB·R No change needed

Lifetime KL  = 3  (In the formula below) No change needed

Path-state timeout N/A No change needed

Refresh interval 30 s Set to minimal value

Refresh misses 4 Lower to 2

4.3.1.4 RSVP-TE / Hello Extension parameters

• Hello Interval

This interval decide the time between sending two hello messages to the same node.
The hello mechanism will be used to detect nodal failures when there is no link layer
failure detection mechanism available. This means that this parameter should be set low
but not too low, since it's not realistic to congest the network that much with these
messages. 

• Maximum Hello Miscount

This is the number of Hello messages that will be sent before an acknowledgment is
received. This parameter should not be assigned a too high value since that could congest
the network and not too low either, since then the nodes would think that their neighbors
have failed, when in fact the problem is just a congested network. 

Table 4.3.4: RSVP-TE/ Hello Extension parameters
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Hello Interval 5 ms Increase to 10 ms

Maximum Hello Miscount N/A No change needed
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4.3.1.5 RSVP-TE / Refresh Reduction parameters

• Ack Hold Time

The time that a node waits to bundle a message_id_ack objects within any messages
before deciding to send it in a separate message. This parameter can't be assigned a too
high value since then message_id_ack messages would never be sent on their own and
reach their destinations in time. Otherwise this parameter should not affect the convergence
time. The value of 20 milliseconds should be enough to acknowledge the incoming
messages before they are retransmitted.

• Increment Value Delta

The value by which the parameter Rapid Retransmission Interval is increased. The
increment ion is done by the formula:

(1 + d) · R = NR where

d  =  Increment Value Delta

R  =  Rapid Retransmission Interval

NR  = New Rapid Retransmission Interval

Since this parameter doesn't affect anything else but the parameter Rapid
Retransmission Interval, it affects the convergence time as much as that parameter (see
below). The default value of 1 second gives a good increment of Rapid Retransmission
Interval.

• Rapid Retransmission Interval

The interval between retransmission of messages with message_id objects if no
message_id_ack objects have been received. This value is increased by the Increment
Value Delta parameter, every time a retransmission is made.

If this parameter is set too low then a lot of messages would be sent in the network
and would cause unnecessary congestion. This could affect the convergence time.
Otherwise it should have no effect on it at all. The default value of 0.5 seconds is more
than enough time for the message_id objects to be received and acknowledged by the
receiving node.
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• Rapid Retry Limit

The number of times the message_id object should be retransmitted if no
message_id_ack objects is received. If this parameter is set too low, then many parameters
could be dropped when the network is heavily congested. If it is set too high it could cause
unnecessary congestion. A balance is found in the default value of 3 messages. 

• Bundle Delay

The time period that the sending node waits for RSVP messages to be bundled in a
bundle message. This parameter should not be set too high, since then the messages could
be delayed and that could affect the convergence time. Otherwise this parameter should not
affect the convergence time. This means that a value of 10 milliseconds should be a good
time to wait for bundling messages since then the message_id objects should have time to
be added in the bundled messages.

• Summary Refresh Period Time

The period of time that triggers the summary refresh message for sending. If this
parameter is set too low, then the forwarding states could be lost, otherwise it should not
affect the convergence time. The same value as for ordinary refresh messages should do
good.

Table 4.3.5: RSVP-TE/ Refresh Reduction parameters
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Ack Hold Time N/A Set to 20 Milliseconds 

Increment Value Delta 1 Second No change  needed

Rapid Retransmission Interval 0.5 Seconds No change needed

Rapid Retry Limit 3 No change needed

Bundle delay N/A Set to 10 Milliseconds

Summary Refresh Period Time 30 Seconds Set to minimal value
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4.4 Peering
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Figure 4.4.1: Example of peering between ASs.

When a VPN needs to span multiple ASs, the peering links become important. The
routing between ASs is in the scope of this thesis handled by MP-EBGP. It works almost
like normal distance vector routing where the ASs can be seen as single routers.

There are multiple cases where MP-EBGP needs to converge considering inter-AS
routing.

• A new prefix is announced and all ASs need to find the shortest path.

• A peering link becomes unavailable and rerouting is needed.

• A peering link become functional again after a failure and new shortest paths can be
found.

The first two parameters in Table 4.4.1 have optimal values depending on the
network size and topology. This is trivial since both parameters is used to limit the speed of
update messages. In small networks a small or no limiting is needed while for a large
network higher limitations is preferable to limit routing fluctuations and instabilities.
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4.4.1 Tables and parameters

4.4.1.1 MP-EBGP parameters

This is the same parameters as explained in the core section.

• Min AS Origination Interval

This can be set to no delay at all in small networks, but it must be investigated more
extensively for other larger topologies.

• Min Route Advertisement Interval

In small networks this should be set to a low value, since there will not be many
updates, though it must be increased for larger topologies. No general recommendation can
be given here due to this parameter being topology dependent. [8]

• Hold Timer

Effects the time to detect a failing peering link in case of links without a link layer
detection mechanism and should be set to allow for at least two dropped keepalive
messages. However, when a mechanism is present this parameter should be left at the
default value.

• Keepalive Interval

When a link layer detection mechanism is available should the keepalive interval be
left at the default, otherwise lowered to the minimal value possible without causing too
much load on the routers.

Table4.4.1: BGP parameters used for peering
Parameter Name RFC / Draft default value Suggestion of modification

Min AS Origination Interval N/A Topology dependent

Min Route Advertisement
Interval

N/A Topology dependent

Hold Timer 180 sec 3 times the keepalive interval

Keepalive Interval 1/3 of Hold Timer (60 sec) Depends on link type
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5 Practical Analysis

The practical tests is about measuring convergence time, but there is no readable
parameter representing the convergence time in the router so some test method has to be
applied. One way of getting an estimate of the time is to send a fixed number of small
packets at a fixed rate through the network and measure the amount of lost packets. There
are both advantages and disadvantages to this method. On the advantage side there is the
simplicity of the test, but it has the big disadvantage with precision. High precision requires
a high amount of traffic and increased load on the router. A high load on the router will
cause lost packets which affect the measurement. Therefore a trade off between precision
and load on the routers has to be made.

In the lab network a rate of 10000 packets per second with 64 byte packets is used,
which seem to give good precision and about the same values as tests with 1000 packets
per second. This was verified on a small 3 router network connected in a triangle with
measurements on ISIS convergence. Furthermore, there are minimal values configured,
which directs to the minimal values that can be configured on the Cisco routers used in the
tests.

The equipment available in the lab environment are:

• 8 Cisco 7200 series routers. Half of the routers have a R4700 processor and the others
R5000.

• 10 POS OC3 and a lot of Fast Ethernet interfaces.

• Crossover UTP cables for the Fast Ethernet interfaces.

• Single mode fibers for the POS OC3 interfaces.

• IOS version 12.0(27)S were installed on all routers, but there was access to later
versions.

The POS interfaces is used on links where very fast link layer notifications about link
failures where desired and Fast Ethernet for all others. The IOS version 12.0 is used since
that is what TeliaSonera asked for. To be able to configure the routers for the RSVP-TE
tests they had to be upgraded to IOS 12.0(30)S, since 12.0(27)S lacked some RSVP
commands. However only the routers with the R5000 processor could be successfully
upgraded but this did not effect these tests since the number of upgraded routers were
suffient.
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5.1 Access – Test 

The access part of the VPN is a vital part for the network to function properly. The
access between a CE and a PE is done by EBGP, which means that the testing will concern
convergence for EBGP. 

5.1.1 The test network

There is only one case in the access that is relevant, that is when there are two links
from one CE into the core network, to two different PEs. If there were only one link from
the CE to the core network and that link fails due to a link break or PE failure, there would
not be any communication. Similarly there is no need to test more than two links from the
CE to the core when no load balancing is used. Since this means that only one link is used
at all times. 

PE1

PE2

CE

PE3

Core

Figure 5.1.1: The test network for Access testing

The conclusion is that the network shown in Figure 5.1.1, is enough for testing
Access. The tests are performed by sending traffic to the CE router and through it to one of
the PEs, through the core network, out on PE3. When the stream is being sent, the used
link between the CE and the PE is disconnected and the number of packets lost due to the
reroute to the other PE-CE link are measured. Likewise, the time it takes for the network to
reroute to the preferred link, when it is connected again, is measured.

Also, to make tests without link layer failure detection mechanism, two switches are
added between the first CE and PE2. The cable between the switches is the link to be
disconnected.

(For individual router configurations, see Appendix A: Network configurations)
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5.1.2 Results

The tests show pretty expected results. In the case when the critical test link was
brought back up, there were no lost packets at all regarding any of the following tests. This
agrees with the expectations.

5.1.2.1 POS link test

In the case when the critical test link was disconnected, there were tests made in three
different manners. First the critical link was a POS link, which means that link failure
detection is done by the link layer protocol, which in turn means that the BGP parameters
should not have any significance for the convergence time. To show this, tests with the
POS link were made with both default values and minimal values for the parameters. 

Table 5.1.1: Test results for BGP access testing with a POS-link
Default parameters
(Hold Timer: 180 s;
Keepalive Interval: 60 s)

Minimal parameters
(Hold Timer: 3 s;
Keepalive Interval: 1 s)

Test number Convergence time (ms)
1 113.1

2 106.9

3 107.4

4 108.3

5 108.3

6 108.4

7 106.9

8 108.0

9 108.2

10 107.1

Average: 108.26

Test number Convergence time (ms)
1 106.3

2 108.4

3 108.8

4 108.0

5 107.1

6 108.6

7 105.8

8 108.2

9 107.5

10 107.0

Average: 107.77

As can be seen in Table 5.1.1, the convergence time did not change when the
parameters were altered. This means that when a link layer failure detection mechanism is
present, the parameters can be neglected when the link fails.
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5.1.2.2 BGP convergence test 

The part in the convergence procedure that seems to take time in the previous test is
the BGP decision process. To prove this, there were tests made with increased number of
prefixes announced to the CE router in Figure 5.1.1 and the goal was to see if the
convergence time were effected. A graph where the averages of the tests are plotted can be
seen in Diagram 5.1.1.
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Diagram 5.1.1: BGP convergence with various number of prefixes

The results show that the convergence time is not linear when the number of prefixes
is increased, which was not expected. At 30000 and 40000 prefixes the convergence time is
higher than expected and then at 50000 prefixes, the convergence time is decreased. This
anomaly is hard to explain since there is no information about how the protocol is
implemented by Cisco. A 99% confidence interval was also plotted to give credability to
Diagram 5.1.1.
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5.1.2.3 Ethernet link test

Tests were also made with an Ethernet link that does have a link layer failure
detection mechanism but it is not as fast as the one on a POS link. This is the actual access
link configuration that is used in networks today so the tests are crucial. The results can be
seen below.

Table 5.1.2: Convergence time for BGP with an Ethernet link
Default parameters
(Hold Timer: 180 s; 
Keepalive Interval: 60 s) 
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 7148.6

2 8648.0

3 6102.4

4 3960.4

5 10149.6

Average: 7201.80

Minimal parameters
(Hold Timer: 3 s;
Keepalive Interval: 1 s)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 1615.3

2 2378.5

3 2563.6

4 1560.0

5 1548.2

Average: 2836.51

Since the Ethernet link layer failure detection mechanism is not the fastest one, the
EBGP parameters did have significance for the convergence time and it was concluded that
when they were set to their theoretically suggested values, the convergence time was
minimized. 

Finally, two Ethernet switches were added on the critical test link, to prevent the link
layer failure detection and to put all the failure detection responsibility on EBGP. This is
done by disabling the link between the switches. The results from the test are below, note
that the high parameters are not the default values since with them, the  time to make the
tests had increased a lot. To wait for link failure detection would have taken 180s and it
would have been unnecessary since the point of the test was to show how much
significance the parameters had.
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Table 5.1.3: The test results for BGP access with Ethernet switches on the critical link
High parameters
(Interval: 2 s; Holdtime: 10 s)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 9432.2

2 9795.2

3 10801.6

4 8615.8

5 10032.4

6 9633.4

7 9576.0

8 10823.2

9 10777.6

10 10067.4

Average: 9955.48

Minimal parameters
(Interval: 1 s; Holdtime: 3 s)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 3220.6

2 4207.4

3 3842.8

4 3087.4

5 3705.6

6 3857.2

7 4175.2

8 4469.4

9 3819.8

10 3822.8

Average: 3800.82

The results show that the convergence time does indeed depend on BGP, which
means that the parameters do have significance in this case. Theoretically should the
holdtime set the upper limit of the detection time and the interval time set the earliest
possible detection time as (holdtime – interval time). Both tests match with what is
theoretically expected. There can also be seen that both parameters change the detection
time linearly. One thing to note here is that the results are a bit above the theoretical values
for the holdtime and the error difference increases with lower holdtimes.

5.2 Core - Test with LDP

The core network is label switched and needs to have distributed labels for VPN-IP packets
to be forwarded, unlike normal IP packets which can fall back on IP forwarding when no
label exists. These tests are measuring the performance of the label distribution protocol
LDP. 
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5.2.1 Test network
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POS
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CA

B

VPN-IP
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Figure 5.2.1: Core LDP test network

For testing LDP there would practically only need to be one router with one incoming
interface and two outgoing. However to correctly simulate the environment, the
surrounding routers should also be running LDP. To be able to generate VPN traffic
through the node under test there must be edge routers with a VRF which receive and
generate the VPN-IP packets.

Figure 5.2.1 shows the network used in the tests. The link between node A and C is a
POS link so fast link detection is possible. The network is configured with MP-IBGP
between the two PEs and the PEs also has one interface configured  with a VRF which is
associated with a VPN. In addition to the VRF interface a second interface is used to
forward non-VPN packets. Internally ISIS level 2 is used to distribute interface and
loopback addresses. LDP in downstream unsolicited mode is activated on all internal links,
since that is the only mode supported in the used IOS version.

For the “link down” test the POS link is disabled by unplugging the fiber cable from
one of the router interfaces and the time for the network to converge to the new path
through node B is measured. Since only the convergence time for LDP is interesting, both
IP packets and VPN packets (which only can be label switched) are transmitted. The
difference between the packets lost should be the LDP convergence time. Theoretically this
should only depend on how fast ISIS can reroute since the labels for the new link has
already been negotiated earlier. This implies that the difference in lost packets should be
almost zero.

(For individual router configurations, see Appendix A: Network configurations)
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In the second test when the POS link is restored, ISIS needs to reroute. However in
this case there are no labels to use until LDP has established a session between node A and
C. This is done by transmitting LDP hello packets. When both peers have received a packet
they establish a TCP session and negotiate labels. The lack of labels on the restored link
disables label switching, which will cause the VPN packets to be dropped (see Section 4.3).

5.2.2 Results

5.2.2.1 Link failure

In the first test, where the active link was disabled, the difference in packet loss was
calculated to find the time for label switching to be activated. The difference can be used
since the LFIB and FIB table in the router only can be updated with new labels after ISIS
has selected a new outgoing interface. The measurements for the first test can be seen in
the table below.

Table 5.2.1: LDP convergence after link failure
Default Parameters
(Hello interval: 5 sec; 
Hello holdtime: 15 sec)
Test Number Convergence Time (ms)

1 0.1

2 0.1

3 -0.1

4 0.1

5 -0.1

6 0.1

7 -0.2

8 -0.1

9 -0.1

10 -0.2

Average: -0.04
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The tests were run with two streams of 10000 packets per second each. In most of the
cases the difference was only one packet, which could be explained by which sort of packet
that arrived first when the path was functional again. As seen in the result, the update of
LFIB and FIB happen practically at the same time as the updating of the routing table. This
is as expected and no parameters have to be changed.

5.2.2.2 Link recovery

For the second test there were only two parameters, hello holdtime and hello interval,
which were configurable on the cisco routers. The most interesting here is the interval
timer, since it decide how fast new labels can be negotiated after a link has been restored.
The hold timer can be set high as it only affects the detection time for when the neighbor
LDP process has stopped answering and the link is still active. Thus it was left at the
default on the routers, which was 15 seconds. Here only one stream with VPN packets was
sent since there is no packet loss with IP packets due to the possibility of routing without
labels.

To get a graph of how the interval parameter affects the convergence time, five
settings were tested. The results can be seen below in Diagram 5.2.1.
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Diagram 5.2.1: LDP Convergence when link is brought up

The expected result would have been an average that was half of the interval timer.
This is however not the results. All the averages are about 500 ms lower. An explanation to
this can be seen in the short and simplified log extracted from router A.
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*15:14:42.638: Interface POS5/0, changed state to up
*15:14:42.638: ldp: enabling ldp on POS5/0
*15:14:42.642: ldp: Send ldp hello; POS5/0
*15:14:43.638: Line protocol on Interface POS5/0, changed to up
*15:14:43.910: ldp: Rcvd ldp hello; POS5/0
*15:14:43.914: ldp: Opening listen port 646
*15:14:44.474: ISIS: Adjacency (POS5/0) Up, new adjacency
*15:14:47.526: ldp: Send ldp hello; POS5/0
*15:14:47.526: ldp: Incoming ldp conn
*15:14:47.562: LDP Neighbor on POS5/0 is UP
*15:14:47.565: ldp: Initial label exchange done

There are multiple things to note here:

• LDP starts to send hello packets as soon as the interface changes state to up, but does
not receive anything until the line protocol is reported to be up.

• The TCP session is not established when a hello packet is received, but it waits until the
next hello packet is scheduled to be sent.

• There is exactly one second between the interface up event and the line protocol up
event.

• ISIS detect the link to be up a short time after the line protocol has come up.

The second between interface up and line protocol up explains the 500ms too low
averages in the results. No packets were lost when the interval timer was set to one second,
which can now be explained by LDP having time to establish the TCP session and
exchange labels before ISIS has established a connection over the link and found the new
neighbor.

5.3 Core - Test with RSVP-TE

RSVP is usually used in the core network to allocate bandwidth for streams on the
links. This will ensure that no more streams than the what the network can handle are given
access. The FRR extension for RSVP-TE has been developed to support tunnels in label
switched networks. The following tests verify the performance of tunneling with RSVP-TE
and the FRR extension.
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5.3.1 Test network

Testing of RSVP-TE need a relatively large network. When a link in a tunnel is
broken, the headend of the tunnel has to be notified with a path error message. There
should be at least one link between the broken link and the headend to test this. To be able
to test both with and without link failure detection the first node upstream of the broken
link should have two outgoing links, one with link detection and one without. For the FRR
tests there has to be a separate tunnel around the broken link, with at least one node, which
join with the original tunnel downstream of the failure.

PE
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C
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VPN IP

ED
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POS
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B

VPN IP

ED

Figure 5.3.1: RSVP-TE test network

The network used in the tests can be seen in the Figure 5.3.1 above. All the nodes
use ISIS to distribute reachability information internally in the core and RSVP-TE is
activated on all internal interfaces. MP-IBGP is used between node A and E to distribute
VPN reachability information. The link between node B and D is a POS link with fast link
failure detection and the link between node B and C is fast Ethernet without that feature.
The VPN traffic is sent from node A to node E.

(For individual router configurations, see Appendix A: Network configurations)
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5.3.2 Results

5.3.2.1 POS link test with standard RSVP-TE

In first test without FRR, a tunnel was set up between node A and E. The tunnel had
a primary explicit path configured to use the POS link and a backup path which was
dynamically calculated. When the POS link is disabled, node B has to send a path error
message to node A. This message  will tear down the original path and signal up a new
one, that is dynamically calculated from the ISIS information. The results can be seen in
the Table 5.3.1 below.

Table 5.3.1: RSVP-TE convergence on the POS link without extensions
Default parameters 
(Refresh timer: 30 s; 
 Refresh misses: 4)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 637.1

2 201.9

3 776.7

4 212.8

5 207.4

6 1308.8

7 879.9

8 1079.7

9 558.9

10 1007.2

Average: 687.04

Minimal parameters
(Refresh Timer: 5 s;
 Refresh misses: 2)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 482.0

2 1079.5

3 258.6

4 224.5

5 690.1

6 425.5

7 283.1

8 1010.4

9 1075.5

10 253.1

Average: 578.23

Unfortunately, all the theoretically found parameters could not be altered on the
Cisco routers. There were no way to alter the parameters: Blockade time, Lifetime and
Path-state timeout. However, this didn't cause any harm since it was theoretically
concluded that they do not affect the convergence time in any significant way.

As also can be seen in the Table 5.3.1 above, in the second test the refresh timer was
changed to the minimal values possible on the routers. Since link layer failure detection is
present this change should not have any significant influence on the convergence time. This
is also the reason why there were no tests made with the hello-extension on the POS link,
which gets the failure notification much faster than the hello-extension can deliver it.
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5.3.2.2 POS link test with FRR extension

In the third test FRR was configured with a backup path from node B to node D
through node C. In this case node B should reroute the stream to this tunnel before sending
the path error message to node A. Node A will after receiving the path error message
signal up a new tunnel, but still send packets on the old until the new is up. The results are
in the Table 5.3.2 below.

Table 5.3.2: RSVP-TE convergence with the FRR extension on the POS link 
Test Number Convergence Time

(ms)
1 1.0

2 1.0

3 0.9

4 1.0

5 1.0

6 0.7

7 0.9

8 0.9

9 0.8

10 1.2

Average: 0.94

The results show that the FRR extension together with the link layer failure detection
on the POS link gives very fast convergence times. The FRR can directly reroute the traffic
on the backup link, which gives the fast convergence.

5.3.2.3 Ethernet link test with standard RSVP-TE

For the fourth test the primary explicit path was changed to go through node C, over
the Fast Ethernet link from B. Here RSVP-TE's refresh timer should determine when the
link is down, but from the access tests, it can be seen that Ethernet drivers have some kind
of detection mechanism which is faster than the refresh timer.
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Table 5.3.3: RSVP-TE convergence without extensions on the Ethernet link 
Default parameters 
(Refresh timer: 30 s; 
 Refresh misses: 4)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 1349.7

2 1836.5

3 6970.4

4 2746.2

5 4771.9

6 7909.2

7 8633.7

8 7757.6

9 6679.8

10 2929.3

Average: 5158.43

Minimal parameters
(Refresh Timer: 5 s;
 Refresh misses: 2)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 5952.9

2 8294.7

3 10407.3

4 2802.2

5 2008.6

6 4024.6

7 4680.5

8 4288.5

9 7755.3

10 5249.9

Average: 5546.45

As can be seen in the Table 5.3.3 above only the Ethernet link detection mechanism
has caused all the results, since, in case with default parameters, none of them is in the 30
second region where the refresh timer would have timed out. In the case with minimal
parameters on the routers, which are 5 seconds interval with 2 misses, the results are
almost the same which implies that the Ethernet link failure detection mechanism indeed is
still faster than the refresh timer.

5.3.2.4 Ethernet link test with Hello extension

There is a mechanism in RSVP-TE which can lower the detection time using hello
messages. Unfortunately its interval time can not be lowered much without FRR being
enabled. The default values on the routers used are 2000 ms interval with 4 misses. This
should put an upper limit of about 8 seconds to the link failure detection time. The results
for the convergence time is in the Table 5.3.4 below.
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Table 5.3.4: RSVP-TE convergence with the Hello extension on the Ethernet link
Default parameters 
(Hello interval: 2000 ms; 
 Maximum hello miscount: 4)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 2579.2

2 3641.7

3 3922.1

4 8865.5

5 6407.6

6 8395.5

7 4277.6

8 3642.2

9 8492.4

10 3008.7

Average:
5323.25

Minimal parameters
(Hello interval: 1000 ms;
 Maximum hello miscount: 4)
Test number Convergence time

(ms)
1 3357.1

2 2051.7

3 3191.9

4 2474.4

5 4106.0

6 4399.6

7 3868.1

8 3857.6

9 3147.4

10 3233.0

Average: 3368.68

Lowering the hello values to the their minimal should minimize the fault detection to
what is possible with RSVP-TE without FRR. As can also be seen in Table 5.3.4, in the
next test the values were set to an interval of 1000 ms and 4 misses, which gives a
maximum detection time of 4 seconds.

5.3.2.5 Ethernet link test with FRR and Hello extensions

Activating FRR lowers the default hello values to 200 ms, which will consequently
decrease the fault detection time to a maximum of 800 ms. One thing to note when FRR is
activated is that the traffic can flow directly when the fault is detected, due to the reroute
tunnel. This is a large decrease in time which is seen in the Table 5.3.5 below.
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Table 5.3.5: RSVP-TE convergence with the FRR extension on the Ethernet link
Default parameters 
(Hello interval: 200 ms; 
 Maximum Hello miscount: 4)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 611.4

2 617.8

3 773.7

4 624.1

5 685.9

6 617.3

7 701.2

8 712.6

9 690.7

10 754.2

Average: 678.89

Minimal parameters
(Hello interval: 10 ms
 Maximum Hello miscount: 4)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 51.9

2 43.5

3 49.3

4 47.6

5 46.8

6 47.5

7 42.0

8 45.2

9 41.5

10 45.1

Average: 46.04

Decreasing the detection time further is possible through setting the hello values to
their minimal, which is 10 ms interval on the routers. This is yet a dramatic decrease in
convergence time but with some side effects, like link instability due to router load and lost
packets during traffic peaks. These instabilities were noted during the tests. 

5.3.2.6 Ethernet link test with FRR, Hello and Refresh Reduction extensions

A final test was done with refresh reduction activated, which should have no effect
on convergence time in this case. On the Cisco routers used in these tests, it is not possible
to set the parameters found in the RFC. It is only possible to turn refresh reduction on, this
makes the network less congested than without the extension. The results for this test can
be seen in Table 5.3.6 below.
(In this test, the configuration was exactly the same as in the previous test, except that the
refresh reduction was enabled)
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Table 5.3.6: RSVP-TE convergence with the refresh reduction extension on the Ethernet link 
Test Number Convergence Time (ms)

1 43.3

2 42.1

3 43.5

4 48.4

5 44.2

6 49.2

7 47.2

8 41.9

9 43.4

10 46.0

Average: 44.92

5.4 Peering – Test

The peering test concern the MP-EBGP protocol since it is used for communication
between two different ASs. Of course, this test is important when the VPN spans over
several ASs. In RFC2547bis there are three ways listed of exchanging network reachability
information for multi AS VPNs. Two of them can be configured on the routers in the lab,
but only one were used in the tests. That is the (b) option in the RFC. [11] This should
however not affect the convergence time.

5.4.1 The test network

The peering test network is actually a little like the access test network. The main
difference is that instead of having one CE router connected to a core network through the
critical test link and one backup link, the critical test link and the backup link is placed
between two ASs.
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Figure 5.4.1: Peering test network

The network shown in Figure 5.4.1 have to be enough for testing peering since the
need for several ASs could not be satisfied due to the massive need of routers. To make a
good test network, at least 3 routers were needed for each AS, this together with two CE
routers. Furthermore, only two links between the ASs are needed, since if there only would
be one link and it would go down, then there would be no way to send traffic between the
ASs. If there would be more links than the two, there would still only be traffic on the one
backup link, not on the other links. This due to the fact that no load balancing is used.
There is only one border router (E) in AS 101 that handles both links to AS 100. This does
not effect the convergence time since BGP in AS 101 does not need to converge for the
traffic to use the second peering link.

Also, there is no need to make tests without a link failure detection mechanism or
even with a Fast Ethernet link as the critical test link, since it is not likely that anything else
that fiber links are used between large ASs.

(For individual router configurations, see Appendix A: Network configurations) 

5.4.2 Results

As expected, the results show that there is no packet loss in case when a link is
brought up again. This can be explained by the fact that it takes several minutes for MP-
EBGP to recognize that a link has been brought up again and when it does, the link has
already been up for a while. This implies that there couldn't possibly be any packet loss at
all.
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Table 5.4.1: The test results for BGP peering  with POS links
Default parameters 
(Hold Timer: 180 s; 
Keepalive Interval: 60 s) 
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 998.8

2 618.1

3 363.1

4 911.2

5 1487.0

6 33.6

7 771.4

8 393.1

9 330.5

10 920.2

Average: 682.71

Minimal parameters 
(Hold Timer: 3 s;
Keepalive Interval: 1 s)
Test number Convergence time (ms)

1 648.7

2 587.0

3 995.8

4 708.2

5 762.1

6 359.9

7 237.0

8 577.0

9 417.9

10 308.1

Average: 560.17

The results from the link failure test can be seen above in Table 5.4.1. It can be seen
that the convergence time does not change when the parameters are changed. Since the
convergence time does not reach the 3 seconds that the hold time is set to, then it is trivial
to see that the parameters do not have any significance for the convergence time. 

This was expected, since the POS link does have a link failure detection mechanism
which implies that BGP does not need to wait for loss of keepalive messages. The only
thing BGP needs to do for the convergence is to lookup the new path through the network
and reroute the traffic on to it.
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6 Recommendations and Discussion

From the results there can be made some recommendations about parameter settings.

As a general recommendation all interfaces should use some sort of failure detection
protocol. This to be able to disable, or at least increase the timers, for hello, keepalives and
refresh messages.

If there doesn't exist a fast link layer detection mechanism, then BGP's parameters
keepalive and hold time should be set to their minimum values. Even with the minimal
values the convergence time does not get below seconds.

From the results it can be seen that BGP has a minimum convergence time of about
100 ms with fast link detection and only one prefix (with the test equipment used in the
lab). This should really push for tests with other protocols between PE-CE which can use
the link detection better or turn their keepalive/hello timers lower than BGP. Scalability is
not a big problem here due to the relatively small number of prefixes in a VPN. Load
balancing the access links from two CE's in the same network could probably lower the
packet loss depending on configuration, but this is not tested here.

In the core LDP should be configures with a hello interval of 1 second and a hold
time of about 3-5 seconds to come around the blackhole problem (see Section 4.3: Core).
Another solution could be to have a configurable delay of the IGP's reroute until labels
have been negotiated. It would also be good thing if LDP would only send UDP hellos
when there is no TCP session active and rely on session keepalives instead. However there
was not found any way to accomplish this on the routers in the lab (see Section 4.3.1.2:
Hello interval).

With RSVP, when link layer fault detection is available, should FRR with facility
backup be activated and proper backup tunnels should be signaled. This turns the
convergence time down below 10 ms for reasonably fast routers. The only downside of
FRR is the extra configuration and resources needed on the routers.

If links without link layer fault detection is present in the core, then RSVP hello
signaling should be enabled on them. With it a detection time of about 50 ms can be
achieved. The 10 ms FRR hello interval could however lead to instabilities due to a high
load on the routers and lost links during traffic peaks.

Peering with MP-EBGP is a troublesome area, since without link layer failure
detection convergence time rises to multiple seconds. The packet loss could in this case as
with access links be lowered with load balancing. The convergence time would however
still depend on the fault detection time and propagation to the source PEs. 
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7 Problems 

The first problem encountered during the thesis work was the lack of knowledge in
the area. This was met by intensive studies of the protocols and documents in the area.
Fortunately, this was expected and a few weeks were planned for studies.

Another problem was the lack of experience with configuring routers, this made the
initial configurations to take more time to implement than expected. This was encountered
by hard work and a will to learn. Eventually, the way to configure was learned and the hard
work payed off.

Furthermore, Cisco's homepage was a problem. To try to find the information
required from the homepage was difficult. It seemed that the search engine on the
homepage listed the hits in arbitrary order since it was often necessary to look through
several pages of hits even though the search specification was good. The funny thing was
that when the searches were made on www.google.com, the hits were listed in a better
order than on Cisco homepage and according to the homepage, the search engine is
powered by Google.
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8 Directions for future work

Even though the tests in this thesis are comprehensive, there is more to be done.
Regarding access testing, it could be interesting to test the convergence for the access links
when load balancing is activated and see what happens with the traffic flows. In this case it
also would be interesting to see how the traffic flows are altered by link failure when there
are several links. Furthermore, it could be interesting to test other protocols in this
positions, one possibility would be to test ISIS or OSPF as the access link protocol. This
could give faster convergence in the access links since, for example, ISIS convergence can
be done in milliseconds in small topologies.

In the core network, it could be interesting to try out later versions of IOS for the
Cisco routers. The implementations of the relevant protocols can be better in those, but this
implies that the test routers must be renewed since half of the used test routers refused to
upgrade to more than IOS 12.0.27S1. Furthermore, the core testing could also be done with
Juniper routers, to see if the convergence time would be better with another brand which
has its own implementations of the relevant protocols.

More work could also be done in the peering area. It would be interesting to
investigate how larger topologies effect the convergence time and find some connections
between them, if there exist any.
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10 Definitions, Acronyms and Abbreviations 

• AS = Autonomous Systems
A group of routers which use the same routing protocol and is under the same
administration.

• BGP = Border Gateway Protocol
See Section 3.

• CE = Customer Edge
A client on the customer side that has a connection to the service providers backbone.

• EBGP = External Border Gateway Protocol
See Section 3.

• FEC = Forwarding Equivalence Class
A group of FEC elements for an LSP.

• FEC Element
The part in a FEC that identifies a special set of packets which may be mapped to the
corresponding LSP.

• FIB = Forwarding Information Base
A database in each LSR that gives the active label and next hop for the current FEC

• FRR = Fast ReRoute
See Section 3. 

• IBGP = Internal Border Gateway Protocol
See Section 3.

• IGP = Interior Gateway Protocol
See Section 3.

• IS-IS = Intermediate System- to-Intermediate System (Or Intermediate system to
Intermediate system Intra-Domain routeing information exchange protocol for use
in Conjunction with the protocol for providing the Connectionless-mode Network
Service).
See Section 3.
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• LDP = Label Distribution Protocol
See Section 3.

• LFIB = Label Forwarding Information Base
Similar to a LIB, but is used by Cisco routers

• LIB = Label Information Base 
A database in each LSR that contains alternative next hop label information for the valid
FECs (It is only maintained by LDP in Liberal retention mode)

• LSP = Label Switched Path
A path through the LSRs in the service providers network, made by the LDP-protocol.
Packets that travel through this path are only forwarded by their labels.

• LSR = Label Switched Router 
A router that can switch packets by labels.

• MPLS = Multi Protocol Label Switching
See Section 3.

• P = Provider client
A router on the service provider backbone that does not have a connection to a customer
client.

• PDU = Protocol Data Unit
An encoding that several network protocols use to encapsulate several messages in,
before sending them.

• PE = Provider Edge
A client on the service providers side that has a connection to a customer client.

• POS = Packet Over SONET/SDH
A way to encapsulate network packets so they can be sent over fiber links.

• Site
A network with mutual IP interconnectivity that does not require use of the service
providers backbone.

• SP = Service Provider
A company or other organization that is providing a service, like network access with
VPN.
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• RSVP = Resource Reservation Setup Protocol
See Section 3.

• RSVP – TE = Resource Reservation Setup Protocol with Traffic Engineering
See Section 3.

• SPF = Shortest Path First
A type of algorithm used for routing that uses the shortest path between all nodes to
forward packets.

• TLV = Type Length Value
An encoding used by several network protocols, used to encode much of the information
carried in network messages.

• VPN = Virtual Private Network 
A network that connects several CEs (that can be connected to Cs) together in a big
virtual network.

• VRF = VPN Routing and Forwarding table
A routing table with information about the CEs reachable from the current PE and how
to reach the other PEs through the service provider network.
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Appendix A: Network configurations

A-1: Access network

The routers in the Access test network of Figure 5.1.1 are configured as follows:

• CE:
IOS 12.0(27)S, 
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to PE1,

POS2/0, connected to PE2,
FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with static routing,

General: EBGP to PE1,
EBGP to PE2.

• PE1:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet4/0, connected to PE3 with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet5/0, connected to CE with a VRF
General: MP-IBGP to PE3,

EBGP to CE.

• PE2:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet5/0, connected to PE3 with ISIS and LDP,

POS6/0, connected to CE with a VRF
General: MP-IBGP to PE3,

EBGP to CE.

• PE3:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to PE2 with MP-BGP, ISIS and LDP,
 FastEthernet2/0, connected to PE1 with MP-BGP, ISIS and LDP,
 FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with EBGP and a VRF.
General: MP-IBGP to PE2,
 MP-IBGP to PE1,

EBGP to the test equipment.
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A-2: LDP core network

The routers in the LDP core test network of Figure 5.2.1 are configured as follows:

• PE: (left side)
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to A with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF,
General: MP-IBGP to PE (right side),
 EBGP to the test equipment.

• A:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and LDP,

POS5/0, connected to C with ISIS and LDP,
 FastEthernet6/0, connected to PE (left side) with ISIS and LDP.

• B:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to C with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to A with ISIS and LDP.

• C:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet5/0, connected to PE (right side) with ISIS and LDP,
 POS6/0, connected to A with ISIS and LDP.

• PE: (right side)
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to C with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF.
General: MP-IBGP to PE (left side),
 EBGP to the test equipment.

A-3: RSVP-TE Core network

The routers in the RSVP-TE core test network of Figure 5.3.1 are configured as
follows:
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• PE: (left side)
IOS 12.0(30)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to A with ISIS and RSVP-TE,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF,
Tunnel0, connected to PE (right side) with dynamic setup,

General: MP-IBGP to PE (right side),
 EBGP to the test equipment.

• A:
IOS 12.0(30)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and RSVP-TE,

POS5/0, connected to C with ISIS and RSVP-TE,
 FastEthernet6/0, connected to PE (left side) with ISIS and RSVP-TE.

• B:
IOS 12.0(27)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to C with ISIS and RSVP-TE,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to A with ISIS and RSVP-TE.

• C:
IOS 12.0(30)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and RSVP-TE,

FastEthernet5/0, connected to PE (right side) with ISIS and RSVP-TE,
 POS6/0, connected to A with ISIS and RSVP-TE.

• PE: (right side)
IOS 12.0(30)S,
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to C with ISIS and RSVP-TE,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF.
 Tunnel0, connected to PE (left side) with dynamic setup,
General: MP-IBGP to PE (left side),
 EBGP to the test equipment.

A-4: Peering network

The routers in the peering test network of Figure 5.4.1 are configured as follows:
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• A: 
IOS 12.0(30)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF,
General: MP-IBGP to C,
 MP-IBGP to D,
 EBGP to the test equipment.

• B:
IOS 12.0(27)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to D with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to C with ISIS and LDP,
FastEthernet5/0, connected to A with ISIS and LDP.

• C:
IOS 12.0(30)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to B with ISIS and LDP,
 POS5/0, connected to E,
General: MP-IBGP to A,

MP-IBGP to D,
MP-EBGP to E.

• D:
IOS 12.0(27)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet3/0, connected to B with ISIS and LDP,
 FastEthernet4/0, connected to E,
General: MP-IBGP to A,

MP-IBGP to C,
 MP-EBGP to E.

• E:
IOS 12.0(30)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to F with ISIS and LDP,
 FastEthernet3/0, connected to D,
 POS4/0, connected to C,
General: MP-EBGP to C,

MP-EBGP to D,
 MP-IBGP to G.
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• F:
IOS 12.0(27)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to E with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet5/0, connected to G with ISIS and LDP.

• G:
IOS 12.0(30)S
Interfaces: FastEthernet1/0, connected to F with ISIS and LDP,

FastEthernet3/0, connected to the test equipment with a VRF,
General: MP-BGP to E,

EBGP to the test equipment.
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Appendix B: Sample router configuration

The following is a sample configuration from a PE configured with IS-IS, LDP,
EBGP, MP-IBGP and a VPN VRF:

!
version 12.0
service timestamps debug datetime msec
service timestamps log datetime msec
no service password-encryption
!
hostname cisco1
!
Boot-start-marker
boot system flash slot0:c7200-p-mz.120-27.S.bin
boot-end-marker
!
enable secret 5 $1$DWiz$e.YmyrZ3.qm5DlPn3dGQe/
enable password cisco
!
username admin privilege 15 password 0 cisco
ip subnet-zero
!
!
ip cef
no ip domain-lookup
!
mpls label protocol ldp
!
ip vrf VPN_A
 rd 100:1
 route-target both 100:1
!
!
interface Loopback0
 ip address 172.16.0.1 255.255.255.255
 no ip directed-broadcast
 ip router isis
!
interface FastEthernet0/0
 description "MANAGEMENT INTERFACE"
 ip address 10.10.0.101 255.255.255.0
 no ip directed-broadcast
 full-duplex
!
interface FastEthernet1/0
 description LinkC1-C3
 ip address 10.11.0.1 255.255.255.252
 full-duplex
 no ip directed-broadcast
 ip router isis
 isis network point-to-point
 mpls ip
!
interface POS2/0
 no ip address
 no ip directed-broadcast
 shutdown
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!
interface FastEthernet3/0
 description LinkC1-Tester
 ip vrf forwarding VPN_A
 ip address 10.11.5.2 255.255.255.252
 no ip directed-broadcast
 full-duplex
!
interface FastEthernet4/0
 no ip address
 no ip directed-broadcast
 shutdown
!
interface FastEthernet4/1
 no ip address
 no ip directed-broadcast
 shutdown
!
ip classless
!
router isis
 net 49.0001.1720.1600.0001.00
 is-type level-2-only
 spf-interval 1 20 100
 prc-interval 1 20 100
 lsp-gen-interval 5 1 50
 log-adjacency-changes all
!
router bgp 100
 bgp log-neighbor-changes
 neighbor 172.16.0.2 remote-as 100
 neighbor 172.16.0.2 update-source Loopback0
!
address-family vpnv4 unicast
 neighbor 172.16.0.2 activate
 neighbor 172.16.0.2 send-community both
exit-address-family
!
address-family ipv4 unicast vrf VPN_A
 neighbor 10.11.5.1 remote-as 101
 neighbor 10.11.5.1 activate
 no auto-summary
 no synchronization
exit-address-family
!
line con 0
line aux 0
line vty 0 4
 exec-timeout 0 0
 password cisco
 login local
!
!
end
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